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RICKY GUADAGNO

“Happy New Year Everyone!

I wanted to make a quick post in this group just for a little 
motivation. Quick things about me and my experience 
in Ecom & Ecom Hacks in general: I joined this group & 
purchased Jareds course in November 2017. I went into 
this with zero experience in this space (shopify and FB 
ads). Not going to lie, I underestimated this journey from 
the start and let me start by saying this: This is not a turn 
key and make thousands a day business, at least not 
for someone with no prior experience. This stuff works, 
its legit. The only thing that separates the people that 
do well and the ones who don’t is the work and drive 
they have to succeed. I lost thousands of money on bad 
products, bad fb ads, bad looking site, etc before see-
ing these kind of numbers. Jareds course really does 
give you everything you need to do well and make solid 
money with ecom. The one thing you see everyone keep 
saying over and over again is “test, test, test” and testing 
is extremely important if you want to do well. However, 
something I feel that is sometimes left out is -TWEAK 
things. Don’t be afraid to try a niche store over a gener-
al store, don’t be afraid to not use shoptimized and try 
another theme (paid or free), maybe give IG influencers 
a shot, or use google ads. Differentiating yourself from 
the other tens of thousands of stores is pretty important. 
Especially moving into 2019 as this space gets more 
and more saturated. Also, once you find a solid product 
and your seeing some positive ROAS, its fairly simple 
to scale up. The only difference between a $200 day & 
$700-$1000 day is bumping your ad spend and getting 
your AOV up. Another thing I think is important to men-
tion is, if you have ZERO cash flow coming in while doing 
this business you will most likely struggle and make some emotionally bad decisions like being at-
tached to a product or even ad sets/campaigns. So, if you think you’re going to spend your last $200 
to your name and make this a homerun, it won’t be easy. In my opinion if you have limited funds, go 
out and try to find another source of income while doing this so you have the money and ability to 
get this going for you. This month for me was 25% profit after cost of goods and ad spend. If anyone 
messages me on here asking for questions or anything, I may not get back as I am not on FB very 
often. I am more active on Instagram & I don’t mind helping people that message me. Instagram: 
ricky_guadagno. Thank you Jared Goetz you’re the Man! & Thanks to Brad Loeffler & Jake Queen 
for keeping this ship afloat day in and day out!

Have a Great New Year! Go Crush 2019!!”

https://www.instagram.com/ricky_guadagno/
https://www.facebook.com/jgoetz3?fref=gs&__tn__=%252CdK-R-R&eid=ARAWvK5-u7mNo0BGLp9TrXXGU68S07XbPA9-upL6zq6nY6u0Pzzf0oF87s3iIObJqYuE7lGV6CUqzqtG&dti=142670016326816&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/brad.loeffler8?fref=gs&__tn__=%252CdK-R-R&eid=ARAuIUhrP_bZs_RzymcZwIHxKKTJTYIE_kGtfXAtasV2NsphZ2sPk1---o_UlKNkwwOtpR87j2znLaR8&dti=142670016326816&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/jake.queen.58?fref=gs&__tn__=%252CdK-R-R&eid=ARBHPVqNQLqHlqZYwnlB34YRKS7Jl70UcYWZujQfEse4bpwbqaPxOXEk95h6blz8hCR37NoTCHfyJf6F&dti=142670016326816&hc_location=group
www.DiscoverEcomHacks.com/webinar
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SAMUEL QUEEN

“Hello all. I hope you are all having a fantastic weekend prepping for what should be a HUGE 
month in your ecom stores this holiday season! Here is a snapshot of the last ten days in sales on 
my personal dropsurfing store, with over $40k in sales and my biggest day sitting just under $13k.

Now a lot of you will pose questions of “but how much was profit” or “how much did you spend on 
ads” and to answer both of those questions: profit margins on this $40k sit over 60%, and the sales 
were all sparked by a total of $0 in ad spend.

How you may ask? INFLUENCERS! The whole concept of the dropsurfing model is to capitalize on 
trends, and people follow trends of the icons they like. This was all sparked by only a couple hundred 
dollars to an influencer, and now I have loads of audience data I can use to retarget and build LAL 
audiences for when I do run ads (which currently sit at over 4x ROAS).

This model DOES work and WILL produce results, but only if you put in the time and effort. I can 
most certainly say I was not an overnight success with this, so keep on moving along! 

And yes, before anyone chimes in, I do work with Jared. But the course that I learned from 8 months 
ago was nowhere close to the education and value you are now getting in the academy. The support 
channels I have are the same support channels you have, so ask ask ask all questions you have! 
Support is by far the best resource you have within this academy, and we welcome all questions.

As I continue to move on with my own store and content creation within the academy itself, I am too 
busy to entertain any direct messages on Facebook about this store, but I warmly welcome you to 
comment below and I would be happy to address everything I can. 

FAQ:

» Profit margins? 60%

» Adspend? $0

» Conversion rate so low? OCU messes with Shopify analytics because it is a separate checkout
page

» Drop-off in sales? Engagement with influencer dropped”
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JON FEENEY

“STAY MOTIVATED!!! The 
great thing about having an online 
business... Is that you can go on 
a 2 week vacation, put your Ads 
on Auto-Pilot, have your VA’s help 
out with things like customer ser-
vice and just take 30 minutes out of 
your day to pay some bills... 

The first screenshot of $27,000 is 
from July 25th to August 7th, while 
I was away with friends in Jamaica 
for 13 days... 

The other screenshot of $3,100 is 
from yesterday alone. I’m selling a 
product that is totally different from 
anything I’ve ever sold... It has to 
do with sports/athletics. Anyways, 
stay motivated folks!! Don’t give 
up!!! Test Test Test!!!”
ROBERT HLUSAK

“First let me say THANKS to ECom Hacks Since joining I reset 
up a store - got my fist sale - used both testing methods 1-2 (and 
combinations thereof) found 5 semi hot products and I have been 
scaling up each of the 5 to almost profitable - getting 1-3 sales per 
day - almost 40 total sales so far -just starting to get enough data 
for each of the products to optimise and start look alike audiences 
- SO IT WORKS! (even during the Holiday season !) I did it by fol-
lowing the lessons - sticking to it - going over them repeatedly and
applying the knowledge (with a stumble here and there- but that’s
just learning) So thanks to Everyone At eCom Hacks! ( here is my
comment to anyone starting out - I can’t say it is “easy” - the train-
ing makes it “easier”by far - there are a lot of moving parts. But, as
you get all those down (and there are always more to discover and
learn - remember - Jared calls it surfing!) but it does get “easy”.Do
not be patient about learning and working at it - be patient about
the results - they do come!!! Ok on my next post I want to ask for 
help an advice.”

https://www.facebook.com/ecom.hacks.1?fref=gs&__tn__=%252CdK-R-R&eid=ARA7DUFWjkbsVrZLc12n5LLm_9DJWJ_XvNtvZL4LPDEPidmbZfxmbFPuT5aY9xBHWavVKB4Y2H3oCMEd&dti=326327087949783&hc_location=group
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ALEX BRUCE

“Want to share how grateful I am for this opportunity and the success I have had recently. 
Using the horizontal duplication scaling method I was able to scale a winning product from $100/day 
profit to over $5000/day in less than a week and it has consistently stayed around the number for 
the last few weeks. From the 2 day view I sort by ROAS and duplicate all the ad sets with at least 2 
purchases 10x. Have learned how important it is to aggressively kill ad sets especially during periods 
of high spend and usually kill as many ad sets as I duplicate each day. Looking forward to continuing 
to ride this wave!”
JUSTIN DACOSTA

“It has taken a hell of a long time, but I finally got my first 1k day, 
and I am gradually scaling up further. Top tips I can give is:

1) Don’t ignore your email list, you are building it for a reason, and it
can be incredibly lucrative if you do it right.

2) If you have not run any video ads yet, RUN VIDEO ADs. They can
easily drop your CPC 20-30%

3) Creating audience intersects is incredibly powerful, if you already
have a few hundred sales under your belt, it is another really easy 
way to drop your CPP by another 20-30%”

JANE MARIE FARAN

“Over $100K in 6 days. I have found my golden product. 
This has been a journey and a half. I had given up this summer. I 
was so discouraged. Ask Jared Goetz and Brad Loeffler. I was be-
ing very difficult with them. I just felt like I kept spending money, and 
not making any. I had told them in July that I was done. The thing is 
with me I am so determined to not fail that I tried again. With a bit 
more effort I stumbled on a golden product. Last week I was barely 
doing anything, and this week I am on the way to being a million-
aire. There is no end in sight for this one product. I haven’t even 
really started scaling yet. The big money is still yet to come. I am 
getting everything in place to handle my scaling. I am writing this to 
encourage all of you to keep studying, and trying, and never give 
up. I almost did and look what I would be missing out on.”

https://www.facebook.com/jgoetz3?fref=gs&__tn__=%252CdK-R-R&eid=ARDb3cPtJC-dAJn7KEcHmwalDPHG_-iWmwUo8Lwy-i_TFRIoeXB6LTXBTZa76w1aHhYwcSzGC4VOvlQs&dti=142670016326816&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/brad.loeffler8?fref=gs&__tn__=%252CdK-R-R&eid=ARCgVqO3MdATYVRYIZWJ5Y5p7g1u25xdX5YSs_W-SND_l2tNHRIBEBELiMPBjfBYgTBcClNw0fgq1mKA&dti=142670016326816&hc_location=group
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SUBRA DOYLE

“Hey guys! So just wanted 
to share this in the spirit of positivi-
ty and inspiration. Alex and I have 
been at it for two months now. In 
our first couple weeks of running ads 
we were down about 3k. We were 
unclear about the direction we were 
heading in. After several one on one 
sessions with Jared, we have com-
pletely turned things around and are 
currently at $300 a day profit. We are 
well on our way to $500-$1,000 a day 
profit. We just hit our first $1,000 day 
in shopify yesterday. Just wanted to 
share this with you guys to show you 
what’s possible, so you don’t get discouraged in the beginning. If you stay persistent with a positive 
mental attitude and are constantly willing try new things, you will succeed with this model!”
JARED MITCHAM

“Last week was my best 
week ever. Profit after ads and 
COGs was about 25%. This 
stuff works guys, but it takes 
time and perseverance. Stay 
motivated. This is all from one 
winner. It just takes one. Keep 
grinding.”
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ELENA SARIS

“A long post about Reaching a Goal: I see a lot of posts here about people wondering whether 
the training is worth it and wondering if anyone really makes money in this dropshipping world. So, 
on this Cyber Monday while many of you are just starting out and others are hitting REFRESH so 
often your typing fingers are sore, I wanted to drop a little motivation. The training works. Jared Goetz 
knows his stuff.

I made a ton of mistakes before I took the training seriously. I tested over 50 products before I found 
a homerun “unicorn” of a product. Of those 50: 10 or so sold OK, nothing to write home about but 
not losing money. Of the others, I definitely lost more money than I made. I could have posted a fake 
guru picture of my first big month showing $46,960 in revenue - impressive right? but if you saw my 
$39,375.00 in ad spend that month, you would realize that month was really a huge loser (remember 
you still have to BUY the goods you are selling in order to ship them to your customers).

I thought about quitting many times and each time I remember Jared saying “It only takes one prod-
uct” – he was right. On October 10th, I told my friend I had a goal to make a certain amount of profit 
before December 31st. On October 11th the sales of the new product started to flow in. On October 
31st, I called to tell him I had already surpassed that year end goal! When I started all this in earnest 
in September 2018 I also had an overall revenue goal I wanted to reach by September 2019.

TODAY I NOT ONLY SURPASSED THAT GOAL... I DOUBLED IT! (in under 3 months).

While I am experienced Amazon seller and have a pseudo-marketing background of sorts (I am a 
trial attorney, so I “sell” things all the time) I have NO tech skills to speak of and, no prior Shopify 
experience and I was not even on Facebook as a user, much less as an advertiser until a few years 
ago. So, that is all to say, THIS IS SO DOABLE!

Stick with it! Listen to Jared’s teachings, and be patient. In the meantime, don’t PM me - I am too 
busy juggling my Shopify store and my lawyer stuff and no, I am not selling anything, I just wanted 
to give Jared a shout out and provide a little Cyber Monday motivation. Tomorrow I will post again 
about what I wish I knew before success hit that fast and what would have made my life a ton easier 
when the killer product came along.”“Are you READY for Shopify Success? this is NOT a motivational question! First Long Post 
was Motivation, today is Preparation. I am normally not someone who posts earnings reports but I 
need to here to make the point. And please don’t ask me for details of my product or my

methods, I test many methods and this screenshot is of a “unicorn” product. (This is all meant to be 
helpful hoping it does not come off as bragging or condescending) We are all dying for huge success 
and yet, we rarely ask ourselves if we are really PREPARED for that success.

A short intro: When I was just out of law school, I visited a girlfriend in her brand new apartment. As 
she showed me around, I noticed something a bit unusual. There were drawers in the bathroom that 
were empty and so was HALF of her closet. (yes, I am a snoop, but that is another story for another 
time) I asked her about why she would do that. She said, she was preparing for her boyfriend to 
move in. I reminded her that she was, in fact, single. She said, “I am making room for him for when I 
do find him.” Hmmm. And not for nothing, she was the first of our friends to marry, just saying. 
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Now that kind of preparation may be taking things a bit far, but there is a lesson there. We all want 
that viral post, that perfect “unicorn” of a product but are you ready for that success when the time 
comes? I was most certainly NOT.

From 134 orders to over 4500 orders within 20 days. Again, please note: this growth is Extreme and 
I HAVE NOT replicated it since and do not believe I can replicate that spike again. Yes, it had a lot to 
do with LUCK, I was in a perfect storm of a perfect product and a crazy viral FB ad (shared over 30k 
times) and some FB ads that just went super crazy (and that, by the by, no longer work).

This advice applies to going from 10 to 500 orders just the same. It is still overwhelming.

I want to come clean about how caught off guard I was for success and how it wound up costing me 
dearly in customer service issues one month later. (Currently I now profitably move between 100-300 
units a day on that store if those stats are important to you.)

At the time I had NO SOPs and ONE VA who was learning Shopify with me. I had no one filling or-
ders, no customer service help, no one monitoring the FB post, just she and I scrambling to do it all 
while still learning how. I did have some amazing friends and colleagues, one of whom “lent me” a full 
time employee for 3 weeks until I got my team in place (you know who you are, THANK YOU AGAIN )

And I had smartly invested in Jared’s elite membership, so I had a huge resource I could go to in that 
group and also had access to him directly. Through the elite group I got some great SOPs and ideas 
for SOPs, VA referrals and advice on fulfillment that saved me over and over again. (I firmly believe 
in investing in mentors and have yet to do so and not had it pay for itself over and over again.)

I had to write SOPs, record videos, hire new staff, get a support 800 number, all the while, 100 emails 
a day were coming in and the FB ad post was getting slammed by trolls. I wanted success but I had 
done little to truly plan for it. The orders backed up (can you imagine filling in 4500 captchas?) It took 
me 5 days to get the orders to the supplier, it took them 5-7 says to process them and 20 some days 
to get it to my customers.

Here is the math on that: 5d + 7d + 20 days = thousands of pissed off customers. I am just now 
recovering from the customer service nightmare that sales spike and my utter lack of preparation 
created. Endless sleepless nights and thousands of dollars wasted.
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Here is what I would do if I knew then what I know now:

1) Screen grab everything I do right away– record myself fulfilling orders through Oberlo, answering 
emails, giving refunds, commenting on FB posts.

2) Create SOPs immediately, every time you do something, write down the steps (or if you have a 
VA give them your screengrab and let them make the SOPs)

3) Go through your current FB ad post and your current customer emails: What are the common 
things that are said or asked (I promise there are only 10-20 questions you will ever get asked). 
Write out template answers so you can tell your VA’s “here is what you say when someone says 
something nice about the product on the post – include a link” “Here is what you say when the 
customer wants to know why the shipping is taking so long” etc. 

4) Don’t wait until you are selling to get the basics talked about in the training videos. I should have had the 
800 number but I was being cheap, thinking I would settle all that when the orders started to come in.

5) Contact your supplier as soon as something starts to sell consistently. Can you pay in bulk with 
an excel sheet so you don’t have 1000 charges of $9.79 to a Chinese company your bank has 
never heard of and that causes them to shut down your credits cards for a day? Can they get 
you a price break when you hit X# of orders per day? Are they able to handle huge volume? Are 
they going to stay in stock?

6) Don’t think you have enough work to hire a VA yet? Or the budget? Ok, still you can be research-
ing Upwork workers and contacting them in advance to get a feel for them and creating a “fa-
vorites” list and a relationship of sorts for when the time comes. Tell them you are starting a new 
store and laying the groundwork for getting a team together and ask them about their experience 
and their availability. Make notes in your favorites list so you can easily go back and refresh the 
relationship when you are ready to hire.

7) Surround yourself with like-minded people and invest in mentorship and masterminds as soon as 
you’re able. Having a supportive community is a life saver in good times and in bad times. 

I now have 5 employees, 4 VA’s overseas and my sister in the US (who was able to quit her horrible 
prior job of calling people during dinner trying to collect old credit card debt!) 

She answers the 800 number live in person during the day and help with FB comments and research 
when the phone does not ring (tho it still rings all day – other suggest just letting it go to vm and I 
don’t disagree, but this product is aimed at older folks and people not used to buying on FB so she 
closes 4-5 sales per day just helping them input their CC and answering Q’s)

4 VA’s:

 » 1 to monitor FB post and answer emails in the daytime USA time

 » 1 to monitor FB post and answer emails in the nighttime in the USA

 » 1 to work daytime USA hours on the weekend

 » 1 to place the orders from the different suppliers everyday

Now I am dealing with returns and with continuing to test new products while still cultivating the “winner” 
and milking that for all its worth. It’s a never ending learning process. I hope this helps some folks to get 
their owns processes in place and think about what it will look like when the winner comes along. As 
I said before as nicely as possible, please don’t PM me - I am too busy juggling my Shopify store and 
my lawyer stuff to answer. And no, I am not selling anything, I just wanted to give Jared another shout 
out and provide a little food for thought about getting ready to receive what it is your wishing for.”
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YONAS YOHANES

“I am proud to say after 2 days I got my 
first sale. One order with 4 items. It was quite 
a rush hearing that Shopify notification. Cheers 
to all that took the time out today to look over 
my site and give tips.”

AUSTIN ANDRESEN
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RYAN TOSTENSON

“Yey! Back to back first time sales... I’ve 
only been doing this 3 weeks! It’s not much but 
It certainly helps keep my motivation!”
SAM ZIETARA

“Just made my first $1000 day plus 
my store conversion ratio has been between 
5-6% for the past few days! For anyone who is
struggling. Keep your head up and keep test-
ing!

”

DAVID WEBER

“Bam! Just started running ads to this 
new store! Looks like I got a winner off the bat! 
Thanks Ecom Hack’s

Disclaimer: I’m not a newbie results aren’t typ-
ical!”
KIRK KIMBERLEY

“I figured I would spend a few thousand 
dollars before I started seeing an overall prof-
it. It’s been about a month since since I start-
ed learning Dropship, and I’m only at about it 
$250 loss. I’m very happy and content with 
that. Learning more everyday! Once I screen-
shot this, I see

that I probably need to retarget my ‘add to 
carts’. See? Still learning!”
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JARED GOETZ

“Good morning! I wanted to share a thought with you guys that I think you will benefit from 
regarding winning products. I like to categorize products into 4 categories:

1) Losing Products - you’ve spent a couple hundred dollars, zero traction at all. Sure, with a lot of 
effort, testing different creatives and price points, heavily retargeting, and testing a ton of audi-
ences, you may be able to get a break even campaign at best. These products you want to move 
away from ASAP and forget them. No matter how much you personally thought that the product 
was great, it doesn’t matter, let the data make the decisions.

2) On-The-Fence Break Even Products - A LOT of you guys will find these. These will feel like win-
ners, and often times you will put a ton of time and money into them to realize at the end of the 
day you are not making any money. These products, with some TLC could become profitable by 
testing more creatives, price points, adding upsells, and testing a lot of audiences. I even suggest 
you work on these types of products, BUT only when you have at least one other product making 
you profit. Don’t spend all of your time and energy on these in the beginning.

3) Small Consistent Winners - these are the products that you guys should be aiming for. They will 
make you a consistent $500-$1000 per day in profit, and once you find these right audiences, 
this could last 3-10 months almost on autopilot. In the screenshot below, we have a store with 1 
small consistent winner that is earning us $500-$1000 per day. You can find a bunch of these by 
testing a lot of products. These may be break even at first, and you may need to test 30-50 au-
dience to find 5 that are extremely profitable, but once you keep those running and kill the losers, 
these should be your favorites.

4) Grand-Slam Out of the Park Winners - These are rare, and often come undetected. You may be 
scrolling through facebook and get inspired by someone else’s ad that is crushing, and you hop 
on a trend right before the wave starts to build up. You build out 10 audiences, and your average 
CPA is $5, and you can scale to the moon. You can get these easily to $10k per day, and we’ve 
gotten them up to $60k + per day. These are rare, and you shouldn’t be focusing on finding them, 
but when they come you need to be ready to capitalize on them. We’ve had 5-10 of these over 
the course of the last year, and that was from testing HUNDREDS of products. These are great 
spikes of income, but with so many sales, your team needs to scale as well. You need to secure 
a reliable supplier, and one you can trust. You need to hire more customer support, and get your 
CS into a relationship management software. It’s a step up, but it’s worth it!

Keep on trying, and keep on testing. Don’t let your emotions dictate your decisions, and push your-
self to get started EVERYDAY.

Happy Wednesday fam!”
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HARRIS RODITIS

“Hey peeps just wanted to post a quick success story. Had my highest earning day with $4k 
in sales yesterday. Profit is 20-30%. Add to cart/conversion rate are still on the low side but cost of 
goods sold is also low. If you search under my name in this group I was struggling a few weeks ago. 

Question: Chinese New Year coming up! Should I take the risk and bulk order this item to the USA? 
I’m on the fence right now...”
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Here are a couple student testimonials in our  
FB group from potential students looking for some  

unbiased reviews of our program…
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